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**COVER LEGEND**

The necessity for international cooperation in the fight against cancer was recognized at the turn of the century when a group of experts decided to meet to exchange their ideas and information. Ultimately, this meeting formed the basis of the present International Union Against Cancer.

Three international congresses were held before the First World War: Heidelberg in 1906, Paris in 1910, and Brussels in 1913. Immediately after the war, with a revival of interest in the field of cancer, a great conference was held at Strasbourg in 1923 on the occasion of the centenary of Pasteur's birthday.

This was followed by meetings which eventually led to the establishment of a permanent organization to promote the campaign against cancer. One was held in Lake Mohonk, New York, in 1926 and was sponsored by the American Society for the Control of Cancer. The other was held in London in 1928 under the sponsorship of the British Empire Cancer Campaign.

The first successful attempt to create an international organization was made during the First International Congress held in Madrid in 1933. At the conclusion of the Congress, a proposal was put forward calling for the establishment of the International Union Against Cancer. An organizing committee met in Paris in March 1934 to lay the foundations of the proposed organization. The Union was officially founded in Paris in May 1935. The Madrid Congress was followed by nine other International Congresses, which were held in Brussels (1936), Atlantic City (1939), St. Louis (1947), Paris (1950), Sao Paulo (1954), London (1958), Moscow (1962), Tokyo (1966), and Houston (1970).

This year's XIth Congress will be held October 20 to 26 in Florence. The illustrations of Michelangelo's *David* and the world map featuring past Congress sites are emblems from the official program of the Congress. The historical material was also taken from this source.